Release Notes

Name
ADM 3.1.6.RKE1

Installation Notes

- ASUSTOR recommends taking regular backups regardless of whether you upgrade ADM or not.
- After upgrading to ADM 3.1, it will no longer be possible to revert back to an older version.
- After upgrading to ADM 3.1, please update all NAS apps and mobile apps to minimize compatibility issues.
- After upgrading to ADM 3.1, thumbnails will be reproduced for orisize.jpg, so CPU usage may increase.

What’s New?
(Since ADM 3.1.5.RJ42)

- Updated ASUSTOR App Central Privacy Policy page for GDPR rules.
- Added feature that restarts the SMB, AFP and FTP services after new access rights have been applied making the access rights take effect immediately.
- Support added to install Home/Personal Applications and Business Applications without registration of ASUSTOR ID during initialization.

Change log
- Fixed issue "Unable to import users with group info".
● Fixed user.cgi, downloadwallpaper.cgi, wallpaper.cgi, uploadwallpaper.cgi, lognimage.cgi vulnerabilities.

● Fixed ADM automatic update notification vulnerability.

● Fixed issue "Connection to JumpCloud LDAP Server will display unexpected group to LDAP Group list"

● Fixed issue "Unable to cancel volume quota"

● User groups with various privileges can now use Surveillance Center and privilege issues have now been fixed.

● Fixed multi-language strings.

● Miscellaneous bugs fixed.

**Known Limitations/Issues**

● N/A

**Bug Reporting**

Please use the online support form or post in the ASUSTOR online forum.